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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Carlos Luaces Y Jimenez-Alfaro has contributed to the dictionary with 61 meanings that we have approved and
collected in this small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the
project, do not hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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amalaba el noema
1-Spoil the thought.  Noema comes from Greek and means "thought" or "concept".  Amalaba is the imperfect preterite of
the verb amalar.  Get sick or mess up.  2- It is also used, for the language of love, implying that they interrupt that
communication of thought.  

antielusión
Prevent the action of circumventing something or someone.  Pass without making concrete reference of anything or
anyone.  Depending on how the context is, it can be derogatory or commendable.   Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions may be alien to achacar, without referring 

antinatalista
People contrary to the birth or birth of children. 

apocamiento
To give exaggerated gratitude for something, paying homage and moving it away in the natural way. 

carmenismo
Far-left political follow-up.  This word is in disuse and had its origin in the movements of the extreme left carried out in
Madrid in the past tense. 

carroceta
A cargo vehicle, used on narrow roads.  The trucks are replaced by the coachbuilders, which due to their smaller
transport, maneuver better on the narrow roads of some villages, especially mountainous. 

casacas
It is the plural of jacket.  Warm garment that covers the entire trunk.  Generally used to protect from the cold and in turn
show an elegant appearance. 

chuchii
Vulgar and disused word that means something good or attractive.  Used for both things and people. 

citico
Exclamation to indicate compassion.  Widely used in Colombia and Venezuela.  The origin comes from overuse with its
abbreviation of the word "poor" in the sense of pity.  

climisa
It's the acronym for a clinic.  Clinic of Mercy public limited company . 

colaga o colagas
Sewage drainage network .  Usually made of stone or clay cooked and destined for rural places.  In the form of half
pipes or gutters that vent the courtyards or tensed of rural constructions.  Old sanitation network



contratable
Say of the person who qualifies for the position to be entrusted. 

desindustrializador
Person who destroys or goes against industries.  

desintegradas
The plural of disintegrated .  1-Tell of the dismemberment of the parts into fragments or in the totality of their possible
division.   2- Person who does not show signs similar to that of the group where he is or fails to relate to the rest due to
problems of cultural differences. 

desmandados
Disobedient people.  Unruly are those who go at their own pace without paying attention to what has been indicated to
them.  They may be dismissed out of self-interest or because they are unable to follow those guidelines, due to their
personality. 

despigmentante
Natural or artificial product to remove pigments, usually paint.  Work that is done in the restoration of paintings. 
Removing pigments or fragments of dirt or other positions after the originality of the work. 

detritocracia
It is said of a power or government that is already at its end of decomposition.  That his power is in clear decomposition. 
Detrito comes from Latin and means "worn" or "detached". Cracia comes from The Greek and means "government" or
"authority." 

diablito de luz
This is a definition to eliminate the electricity meter function.  It is to directly connect the input cables with the house or
place that consumes it, illegally evading the electric company. 

dólar blue
It's a way of naming the dollar, whose quote is not official.  This way of naming another exchange rate was introduced
than was officially in Argentina, due to the huge difference in value between the official dollar and the one exchanged in
exchange houses. 

echa en cara
Throwing in the face is an expression to make clear a reproach.  It's the way to externalize a quarrel with someone and
be embarrassed.  Responsible for an act and throw it directly into your presence (face). 

el fustero
Person who abuses fusta.  It is a term used in horseback riding, to point to such riders.  The pole is a flexible rod lined
with leather or plastic, which is used to stick to the horse and have the animal corrected. 

encomiables
Plural of commendable .  Tell of the person or the aptitude of him, which is praised. 



estar fresco
It is said when the person is in a position to perform a job.  Usually because you have rested or have not suffered
previous wear and tears.  

fantasma
The use of ghost by some people is referred to for those who not only exaggerate their story, but it is not even true in
any of its content. 

frigorificos
Plural refrigerator .  Contraption that produces cold and preserves it.  The first refrigerators were made underground and
was developed and improved until the production of ice blocks that preserved the food for weeks.  With the arrival of
light and gas, the refrigerators we know today were invented. 

garateado
It is the participle of the verb garatear .  1-The action of sailing taking advantage of the aft air or the water current in
favor.  2- Open grooves on the ground to prevent erosion. 

grandiosos
The plural of grandiose .  Tell yourself something that is out of the ordinary, either because of its size, anomaly, or
difficulty. 

hacer la tarea
The expression "do homework" is used on multitudes of occasions, to refer to finishing or focusing on the work to be
done.  Task or work to be done. 

helado raspón
Serve the ice cream sparsely.  Without exceling above the continent. 

hiperliderazgo
Colloquial use.  It means the person who is able to lead a group in an exceptional way, above the other ringleaders. 
Hyper comes from Latin as something very large or that stands out above normal.  Leadership is not Spanish, but they
use it as a substitute for heading or leading a group or an institution. 

hipnotista
Person who performs the practice of hypnosis.  Hypnosis occurs when the hypnotist or hypnotist performs a trance on
another person that is at the expense exclusively of what the hypnotist tells him.  There are those who consider it a
dream made by the one who performs the practice of hypnosis, without the person who suffers the trance noticing or
being able to prevent it. 

interactivas
What proceeds by interaction, is called interactive or interactive.  However, its use is currently more intended for people
who act with machines, mainly electronic technologies. 

megadiablo
It literally means a million evil creatures.  However, this Greek word is used in the sense of much, exaggeratedly.  So,



megadiablo, I would be a very bad person. 

mochuelos
It is the plural of common owl.  The Athene noctua is a small raptor from the Mediterranean area.  It rarely reaches 200
grams in weight, making it one of the smallest raptors in Europe, after the Autillo. 

moneda virtual
Say of the currency that is not physical.  Normally cryptocurrencies are called virtual currencies, because they lack
national backing and are imaginary.  

monocanalidad
1-A water outlet or inlet network with a single destination and origin.  2- Expression designating a single group thought
Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be watert watertrow channels, alienated

nogales
Group of walnut trees (juglans regia ).  Plural of walnut. 

nuevo rico
A person whose purchasing power has grown exponentially in relation to what he had before or the environment in
which he moved. 

pantomimacracia
The pantomime government.  It is a type of government that abuses pantomime as a means of influencing and hiding
the reality of its measures. 

pañitos de agua tibia
The expression was used on many occasions in the last century.  Its definition refers to lightening the problem, but
without giving a conclusive or definitive solution.  During the war this expression was born, to relieve wounds with wet
cloths.  The deficiency of medicines and utensils, forced the use of the only thing they had at hand and served as first
aid, although it was provisional. 

partitocrático
Regarding the authority of the political party.  Cracia comes from the Greek and means : Government .  In this case, it
refers to the government or authority exercised by a political party over what is in its command. 

pergeñar
Carry out or plan a project of actions for a good task.  Plan an idea to perform a good deed or obtain an optimal result
for what is required.  

pérezgil
1-This is one of the characters of the Sesame Street television series.  2- It is attributed to a person with few lights or
unsy intelligent.  

pizzaiolo pizzaiola



It is an Italian word and means the person who makes pizza.  We could say in Spanish "amasser". It wouldn't be right to
say it in Italian.  In the worst case we could translate it as a pizza maker. 

portica
1- Female portico, from Latin "porticus".  It's more correct to use the masculine.  It means the covered space of the
building with columns or pillars forming arcades.  Located in their respective courtyards, entrances or cloister.  Generally
emblematic or religious buildings.  2- Door diminutive . 

precipitadas
While it means an action or person that is fast forward or executed, its origin and also meaning is the position or fall of
certain objects at the bottom of a container.  Generally liquids that go to the bottom ( precipitate), which are deposited
and separated from the rest of the liquid, gas or solid.  In chemistry this latter interpretation is most used and the one
that gave rise to speed. 

pseudopolítica
Something similar to politics.  Pseudo is used for imitations or something that is not original.  In this case by joining with
politics, it is interpreted as an imitation of politics and not as a false policy.  Although it would literally mean "fake
politics." 

reflectividad
Reflectivity is the percentage of radiation reflected by a surface.  It is widely used technically in the fields of solar,
thermal and radar energy. 

renzismo
It's a current way of making a politician's last name a trend.  In this case the Italian politician Renzi is added the "ism"

rodoviario
Any type of transport on the land surface is called a road.  It comes from the Latin word "to roll" on a track or surface. 

rotilla
It is the diminutive of rota, which comes from Latin, from the word "rupta".  Thus, it refers to a route, a path or an open
access.  Hence the rotilla names were given to open roads, especially land accessible beaches for Spanish sailors. 

señoranga
Of unusual use, it is used to designate a person who is in charge of other people and his treatment towards them is
high. 

telepresencia
Word widely used during the closures to the population.  It is about being present virtually, so it is not the body physically
that becomes present, but only the image of it.  Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be presence
virtually, 

todos en la cama o todos en el suelo
Popular expression, to emphasize solidarity with others.  Or everyone is in the privilege of sleeping in a bed or in the
awkward situation of sleeping on the floor.  In short, that everyone is in the same situation. 



tope de línea
It means first line and is used to give more importance or place first what you want to highlight. 

tordo charrúa
The Tordo or Mirlo Charrua is the Gnorimopsar Chopi, a bird native to South America and considered a passerine bird,
that is, a songbird.  The name comes from its great resemblance to the Spanish Blackbird, black also and an
extraordinary song. 

traer como un zaeandillo
Having a person making arrangements back and forth. Zaranda is a container for screening and moves back and forth,
to leave the thickest up and thus clean.  Hence having someone like a shaker, the person who moves it back and forth. 
"Bringing like a shaking" is the right thing to do. 

ultrarestrictiva
Although it is a redundancy, the word "ultra" is used before the "restrictive", to indicate the importance of that restriction. 
So it can be said that it is a restrictive measure in an exaggerated way or on the other hand that it is a restrictive
measure of great importance and therefore must be followed. 

variador de frecuencia
They are mechanisms between the source of the electrical energy and the electrical apparatus.  Its function is to
regulate the turning speed.  Mainly reducing reactive energy. 

zamir
This is a personal name.  Zamir is very widespread in Arab countries, although its origin is earlier.  It means in Hebrew
"a song" or the name of the bird "nightingale". However, in Arabic it means "thought". 

zorragal
Zorragal means a place full of fox huras.   Used as an expression of equivocation.  Put a farm next to a place where
many foxes live.  The fox is a predator and lives in holes dug in the earth.  The placement of farm birds within the
perimeter of these huras, would be wrong and therefore is used as a synonym for error. 


